Week of: Oct. 7-11, 2019

Parent’s Initials: _________

Classroom News
—Ms. Crabtree’s Class—
Spelling Words:

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.

No Spelling
Words or
Test This
Week!

Problem of the Day
(POD):

4x5=20
20/5=4
4x6=24
24/6=4

5x4=20
20/4=5
6x4=24
24/4=6

Multiplication for the
Week: 4’s
Figurative Language:
Attached to the back of this sheet.
** Make sure to practice these at
home! They will be difficult if you
don’t.

Test Dates:
Friday (10/11)—Vocabulary Test, POD Test,
Multiplication Test (4’s)
Weekly Objectives:
Reading: asking/Answering Questions, Central
Message, and Novel Study: The One and Only Ivan
(Ch. 16-32)
Math: Review Week— Time, Money
Grammar: Types of Sentences, Common/Proper
Nouns
History/Science: Map Skills/Static Electricity and
Magnetism

Important Dates:
Book Fair— Oct. 7-11, 8 am-1 pm
Oct. 14— No School
Oct. 16— Report Cards
Oct. 17— PTO, 3rd Grade sings
Vocabulary Words:
constantly-it happens all the time, over and over
again
confused- to feel unsure of something
relieved- to feel better about something that was
making you feel stress
panicky- to have a big fear or worry about
something you cannot control
stuttered- to talk in a way that is not smooth
compliment- to say something nice about
somebody
excuses- reasons you give for not doing or saying
something
confronted- to face a problem and deal with it
demanded- to ask or insist on something, you
won’t take no for an answer
subject- the topic, what people are talking about
sighed- to take a long deep breath and breathe out
slowly
honest- to tell the truth, not a lie
promised- to tell someone that you will do
something, to give your word
Sight Words:
List 5 on sight word sheet on the back of the orange
folder.

Homonyms
Word

Definition

register

a list of names

to indicate, as on a scale

minor

not an adult

not serious

state

condition

fine

moved into a curved form

jam

a fruit topping

post

to publish, announce, or display

bank

a nation or territory

a sum of money paid as a punishment

curl

missed

Definition 2

failed to find or see

place that works with money

very good
spiral hair

to squeeze into a tight place
a piece of wood used for
support
was sad that someone was
away
rising ground next to a
river

